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Abstract

In this paper we study optimization problems with verifiable one-parameter selfish agents introduced by Auletta
et al. [ICALP 2004]. Our goal is to allocate load among the agents, provided that the secret data of each agent is
a single positive rational number: the cost they incur per unit load. In such a setting the payment is given after the
load completion, therefore if a positive load is assigned to an agent, we are able to verify if the agent declared to be
faster then she actually is. We design truthful mechanisms when the agents’ type set are upper-bounded by a finite
value. We provide a truthful mechanism that is(c · (1+ ε))-approximate if the underlying algorithm isc-approximate
and weakly-monotone. Moreover, if type sets are alsodiscrete, we provide a truthful mechanism preserving the
approximation ratio of the used algorithm. Our results improve the existing ones which provide truthful mechanisms
dealing with finite type sets only and do not preserve the approximation ratio of the underlying algorithm.

Finally we give a full characterization of theQ||Cmax problem by using our results only. Even if our payment
schemes need upper-bounded type sets, every instance ofQ||Cmax can be ”mapped” in an instance with upper-
bounded type sets preserving the approximation ratio.

1 Introduction

Optimization problems dealing with resource allocation are classical algorithmic problems and they have been studied
for decades in several models: centralized vs. distributed algorithms, on-line vs. off-line algorithms and so on.
The underlying hypothesis has been that the input is available to the algorithm (either from the beginning in off-line
algorithms or during its execution in on-line algorithms). This assumption turns out to be unrealistic in the context of
modern networks like the Internet. Here, the various parts of the input are owned byselfish(but rational) agents as
part of their private information (called thetype) and thus the optimization algorithm will have to ask the agents for
their type and then work on thereportedtypes. In this context, it is realistic to assume that an agent will lie about her
type if this leads to a solutionS that she prefers, even in spite of the fact thatS is not globally optimal.

The field of mechanism design is the branch of Game Theory and Microeconomics that studies ways of inducing,
through payments, the agents to report their true type so that the optimization problem can be solved on the real input.
In this paper we study the design of algorithms for solving (or approximately solving) combinatorial problems in the
presence of selfish agents.

Following the standard notation used in the study of approximation of combinatorial optimization problems (see,
e.g., [ACG+99, Vaz01]), we consider problems defined as four-tuples(I,m, sol, goal), whereI is the set ofinstances
of the problem;sol(I) is the set offeasible solutionsof instanceI; m(S, I) is themeasureof the feasible solutionS
of instanceI andgoal is eithermin or max. Thus, the optimization problem consists in finding a feasible solutionS∗

for instanceI such thatm(S∗, I) = opt(I) := goalS∈sol(I)m(S, I).
A c-approximationalgorithmA for Π = (I, m, sol, goal) is such that

∀I ∈ I,max
{

m(A(I), I)
opt(I)

,
opt(I)

m(A(I), I)

}
≤ c
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In an optimization problemΠ with selfish agents, there arem agents whichprivately knowspart of the input.
Thus every instanceI ∈ I consists of two partsI = (T, σ), where the vectorT = (t1, t2, . . . , tm) is theprivate
part of the input andσ is thepublic partof the input. In particular, we assume thatti is known to agenti only, with
i = 1, 2, . . . , m and we callti the typeof agenti. Thetype setΘi of agenti is the set of the possible types of agenti.
In this setting, each agent will report some valuebi ∈ Θi (which can be different by her true typeti). An algorithmA
for the optimization problemΠ with selfish agents receives as input the vector of bidsB = (b1, b2, . . . , bm), instead
of the true instanceT it is supposed to solve. Each selfish agent incurs some monetarycost, costi(S, ti), depending on
the feasible solutionS and her private datati. Since any agenti is selfish, she might declarebi 6= ti so to induceA to
return a cheaper solution for agenti. Unfortunately, even thoughA is c-approximating for the instanceT , for B 6= T
the solution returned byA on inputB has measure, w.r.t. the true instanceT , far-off the optimumopt(T ).

Truthful mechanisms. In order to obtain a correct solution, algorithmA is equipped with apayment schemeP =
(P1, . . . , Pm) in order to induce every agent to report her true type. After a solutionS = A(B, σ) is computed, each
agenti is awarded paymentPi(S,B, σ). We assume that each agenti is rational in the sense that she picks her type
declarationbi so to maximize herprofit.

Definition 1 Let Π be an optimization problem with one-parameter selfish agents andA be an algorithm forΠ, and
P be a payment scheme. The profit functionprofit of agenti with respect to the pair(A,P ) whenB is the sequence of
bids,σ is the public information, andti is the true type of agenti, S = A(B, σ), is defined as follows.

profiti(S, B, σ, ti) := Pi(S, B, σ)− costi(S, ti).

It is natural to consider mechanisms in which the profit of thei-th agent is maximized when she reportsbi = ti. We
have thus the following classical notion of atruthful mechanism. In the definition of a truthful mechanism (and in the
rest of the paper) the following notation turns out to be useful. LetX = (x1, . . . , xk) be a vector. For any1 ≤ i ≤ k,
the writingX−i denotes the vectorX−i := (x1, . . . , xi−1, xi+1 . . . , xk) and the writing(y,X−i) denotes the vector
(y,X−i) := (x1, . . . , xi−1, y, xi+1 . . . , xk).

Definition 2 The pairM = (A, P ) is a truthful mechanism for selfish agentsif and only if for allσ, for all agentsi,
and all type declarationsB

profiti(A((ti, B−i), σ), (ti, B−i), σ, ti) ≥ profiti(A(B, σ), B, σ, ti).

In such a way, every agent maximizes her profit when she is truthful. Thus, we assume that in a truthful mechanism
every agent always reports her true type, and algorithmA always works on the true instanceT . As a consequence,
we say that a truthful mechanismM = (A,P ) is c-approximatingfor an optimization problemΠ with selfish agents,
if A is ac-approximating algorithm for every instanceI of Π. Since, in a truthful mechanism, agents are not sure to
have a positive profit, thus they would not participate in such a mechanism unless they were coerced. This motivates
the following definition.

Definition 3 A truthful mechanism satisfiesvoluntary participationcondition if agents who bid truthfully never incur
a net loss, i.e.profiti(A((ti, B−i), σ), (ti, B−i), σ, ti) ≥ 0 for all public informationσ, for all agentsi, and for all
other agents’ bidsB−i.

One-parameter selfish agents. We now review the concept of optimization problemΠ with one-parameter selfish
agents(as discussed in [AT01]). Here, each agenti has as private information a single parameterti ∈ Q. Moreover,
a feasible solutionS of an instanceI of Π defines, for each agenti, an amountwi(S) of assigned work. We call such
a solutionS schedule. Notice that in the definition of one-parameter problem ([AT01]) the total amount of work to
schedule can depend on the private part of the inputB. However we restrict ourselves, as in wide part of literature,
to the case in which the amount of work assigned to all agents depend only on the public information (and not on the
agent bids). We denote such an amount of load just asW > 0. The cost function of agenti has the following special
form.

Definition 4 LetS be a feasible solution ofΠ. Then, the cost functioncosti(S, ti) is defined as follows.

costi(S, ti) := wi(S) · ti.
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Scheduling problems for one-parameter selfish machines.Scheduling problems are typical examples of opti-
mization problem for one-parameter selfish agents. In ascheduling problem, the input consists ofm machine speeds
s = (s1, s2, . . . , sm) andn job weightsW = (w1, w2, . . . , wn). A scheduleS is an assignment of jobs to machines.
Let wi(S) be the sum of the weights of the jobs assigned to machinei by scheduleS. In a scheduling problem the
task consists in computing a schedule that minimizes a certain cost function associated with the schedule. For in-
stance, in theQ||Cmax problem the cost of a scheduleS is themakespanMS(S) that is the maximum completion
time of the machines. Formally,MS(S) = max1≤j≤m{wj(S)

sj
}. We consider the setting in which each machinei is

owned by a different agent and the speedsi of machinei is the private information of agenti. To be in a setting of
one-parameter selfish agents, we considerti = 1/si as the type of agenti. The public informationσ is the sequence
W = (w1, w2, . . . , wn) of job weights. We recall thatQ||Cmax problem is NP-hard. Throughout the paper we use
Q||Cmax as our main example.

Previous works. The celebrated VCG mechanism [Cla71, Gra66, Gra69, Vic61] is the prominent technique to derive
truthful mechanisms for optimization problems. However, this technique applies only toutilitarian problems, that are
problems where the objective function is equal to the sum of the agents cost functions (e.g., shortest path, minimum
spanning tree, etc.). In the seminal papers by Nisan and Ronen [NR99, NR00] it is pointed out that VCG mechanisms
do not completely fit in a context where computational issues play a crucial role since they assume that it is possible
to compute an optimal solution of the corresponding optimization problem (maybe a NP-hard problem). Scheduling,
is a classical optimization problem that is not utilitarian, since we aim at minimizing the maximum over all machines
of their completion times and it is NP-hard. Moreover, scheduling models important features of different allocation
problems and routing problems in communication networks. Thus, it has been the first problem for which not VCG
based techniques have been introduced.

Nisan and Ronen [NR99, NR00] give anm-approximation truthful mechanism for the problem of scheduling tasks
onm unrelatedmachines, when each machine is owned by a different agent that declares the processing times of the
tasks assigned to her machine and the algorithm has to compute the scheduling based on the values declared by the
agents. In [AT01] it is considered the simpler variant of the task scheduling onrelatedmachines (in shortQ||Cmax),
where each machinei has a speedsi and the processing time of a task is given by the ratio between the weight of the
task and the speed of the machine. They characterized the class of allocation algorithmsA for one-parameter problems
that admit payment schemeP for whichM = (A,P ) is a truthful mechanism. Essentially, truthful mechanisms
for one-parameter selfish agents must usemonotonealgorithms and, in this case, the payment scheme is uniquely
determined (up to an additive factor). Intuitively, monotonicity means that increasing the speed of exactly one machine
does not make the algorithm decrease the work assigned to that machine. The result of [AT01] reduces the problem
of designing a truthful mechanism forQ||Cmax to the algorithmic problem of designing a good algorithm which also
satisfies the additional monotonicity requirement. Efficient mechanisms for computing scheduling on related machines
with small makespan (a special case of one-parameter agents) have been provided by Archer and Tardos [AT01] and,
subsequently by Auletta et al. [APPP04a] and by Andelman, Azar and Sorani [AAM05].

Afterwards, Auletta et al [APPP04b] consider optimization problem for verifiable one-parameter problems. In this
model, payments are given to the agents only after the agents have completed the load assigned. This means that for
each agent that receives a positive load, the mechanism canverify if the agent declared to be faster that she actually
is. They showed that, in order to have a truthful mechanisms for verifiable one-parameter selfish agents, a necessary
condition is that the used algorithm must be weakly-monotone.

1.1 Summary of results

In this work, we extend some results given in [APPP04b]. The authors were the first to study optimization problems
for verifiable one-parameter selfish agents. Intuitively a verifiable agent is an agent that may lie in reporting their types
but the mechanism can verify whether agenti underbids (i.e. declares abi < ti), provided that the load assigned to this
agent is positive. For instance, for scheduling problems the mechanism canverify, through the observed completion
time of agenti, if she declares to be faster then she actually is, provided that at least one job has been assigned to her.
In [APPP04b] was showed that ifM = (A,P ) is a truthful mechanism for an optimization problem for verifiable
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one-parameter selfish agents thenA must beweakly-monotone. They also provide a payment schemeP which allows
to have truthful mechanism, when cardinality of type sets is finite.

In Section2, we give very simple and efficient payment schemes, leading to polynomial-time truthful mechanisms,
for a wide class of optimization problems with verifiable one-parameter selfish agents. In particular, we provide a
paymentP (1) that works fordiscreteandupper-boundedtype sets (see Section3). In this setting, we need that agents
bid from sets in which there is always a gap between the inverse of two types. Considering scheduling problems
(where types are the inverse of machines’ speed), no machine must be able to executej instructions per second, for
everyj ∈ Q. Indeed, on the market there are only machines for given speeds. Moreover, we need that the agents
cannot declare more then a finite value. In scheduling problems, this means that an infinitely slow machine does not
exist. Thus our hypothesis seems to be very reasonable in many real life applications.

From a theoretical point of view, our results improve the ones given in [APPP04b], in the following sense:

• the class of the discrete and upper-bounded type sets properly include the class of finite type sets;

• our mechanism preserves the approximation ratio of the algorithm it uses, while the mechanism given in [APPP04b]
needs that the problem issmooth(see Def.15) in order to obtain a(c · (1 + ε))-approximation if it uses ac-
approximate algorithm.

In Section4, we give a payment schemeP (2), leading to polynomial-time truthful mechanisms (Theorem14), for
agents having rational type sets upper-bounded (but not discrete). In order to obtain truthful mechanism we round the
agents’ bid. Using this rounding technique, if the algorithm used by the mechanism isc-approximate, then nothing
can be said about the approximation of the same algorithm when runs on rounded bids. However, if the problem is
smooth then the mechanism has(c · (1 + ε))-approximation (see Theorem17). To best of our knowledge this is the
first result showing that weakly-monotonicity of the algorithms is a sufficient condition for the existence of truthful
mechanisms for optimization problems with verifiable one-parameter selfish agents with dense type sets. It left open
the case when type sets are not upper-bounded.

However, in Section5, as application of our results we fully characterizeQ||Cmax problem with verifiable one-
parameter selfish agents. The idea is to reduce any unbounded instance to a bounded one. In this way, sinceQ||Cmax

is smooth then we have a polynomial-time(c·(1+ε))-approximate truthful mechanism, given ac-approximate weakly-
monotone polynomial-time algorithm. Moreover, if the type sets are discrete, we obtain a polynomial-time truthful
mechanism which preserves the approximation, given ac-approximate weakly-monotone polynomial-time algorithm.

2 Truthful mechanisms for verifiable one-parameter selfish agents

In this section we study truthful mechanisms for optimization problems involving verifiable one-parameter selfish
agents.

A mechanismM for verifiable one-parameter selfish agents is a pairM = (A,P ) working as follows.

1. The allocation algorithmA takes as input the sequence of bidsB = (b1, b2, . . . , bm) and the public partσ and
outputs a scheduleS = A(B, σ) for them agents. We recall thatwi(S) denotes the amount of load assigned to
agenti by the scheduleS computed by algorithmA on inputB andσ.

2. Each agenti is observedto complete her assigned load in timeTi ≥ wi(S) · ti. Notice that agenti completes the
loadwi(S) assigned to her in timewi(S) · ti. Agenti can however delay the release of the works and thus obtain
a larger observed completion time and the mechanism has no way of detecting it. However, agenti cannot be
observed to finish her load before the actual completion timewi(S) · ti. Sincewi(S) · ti is the request time to
agenti to complete the loadwi(S), we denote withsi = 1

ti
thespeedof agenti.

3. Finally, after that agenti releases the assigned works, she is awarded payment computed by applying function
Pi on argumentsS, B, σ, and theobserved completion timeTi of machinei.

We stress that in this setting, payments are providedafter the execution of the load and thus agents are (partially)
verifiable in the following sense. If agenti receives an amount of load greater then0, the mechanism can find out
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whether agenti has declared to be faster than it actually is (that is,bi < ti). Indeed, in this case the claimed completion
timewi(S) · bi is smaller than the actual completion timewi(S) · ti and thus we have thatTi ≥ wi(S) · ti > wi(S) · bi.
Since payments are providedafter the completion of loads, the mechanism can make it inconvenient to claim faster
speeds.

In the rest of the section we refer toΠ as an optimization problem for verifiable one-parameter selfish agents. Let
us now instantiate the definitions of profit and truthful mechanism in this new scenario.

Definition 5 Let A be an algorithm forΠ, andP be a payment scheme. The profit functionprofit of agenti with
respect to the pair(A,P ), whenB is the sequence of bids,σ is the public information,ti is the true type of agenti,
S = A(B, σ), andTi is the observed completion time of agenti for the loadwi(S), is defined as follows.

profiti(S, B, σ, ti, Ti) := Pi(S, B, σ, Ti)− costi(S, ti).

Definition 6 LetA be an algorithm forΠ, andP be a payment scheme. A pairM = (A,P ) is a truthful mechanism
with respect toΠ, if for all σ, for all i, for all bid vectorsB, and for all observed completion timesTi ≥ wi(A(B, σ)) ·
ti, it holds that

profiti(S, (ti, B−i), σ, ti,wi(S) · ti) ≥ profiti(A(B, σ), B, σ, ti, Ti)

whereS = A((ti, B−i), σ).

Given a truthful mechanismM = (A,P ) for Π, in [APPP04b] the authors give a necessary condition that algo-
rithm A must satisfy.

Definition 7 (weakly-monotone algorithm) Let Π be an optimization problem for verifiable one-parameter selfish
agents andA be an algorithm forΠ. AlgorithmA is weakly-monotoneif and only if, for allσ, for all i, for all declared
bid vectorsB such thatwi(A(B, σ)) = 0 and for all b′i ∈ Θi with b′i > bi it holds that

wi(A((b′i, B−i), σ)) = 0.

In other words a weakly-monotone algorithmA has the following property. Fix some input(B, σ) for which algorithm
A assigns no load to agenti. If agenti declares to be slower (that is, she declaresb′i > bi) and the declared speeds of
the other agents remain the same, thenA assigns no load to agenti.

Lemma 8 ([APPP04b]) LetΠ be an optimization problem for verifiable one-parameter selfish agents. IfM = (A,P )
is a truthful mechanism forΠ, thenA is a weakly-monotone algorithm.

In the next sections, we give two payments scheme, leading to truthful mechanisms, for two subclasses of one-
parameter problems.

3 A payment scheme for discrete types

In this section, we consider only type setsΘi having the following property.

Definition 9 A setΘi is saiddiscreteandupper-boundedif:

• there exists a value∆i ∈ R+ such that, for allb, b̄ ∈ Θi, b 6= b̄, |b−1 − b̄−1| ≥ ∆i (discrete);

• there exists a finite valuesupi ∈ R such thatsupi ≥ b, ∀b ∈ Θi (upper-bounded).

Next we define a payment scheme which allow us to construct truthful mechanism forΠ, when agents have type sets
discrete and upper-bounded.
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Definition 10 Let S be a schedule,B be a bid vector,σ the public part of the input andTi the observed completion
time. For eachi = 1, . . . , m, we define

P
(1)
i (S,B, σ, Ti) :=

{
W
bi
· c(1)

i if wi(S) 6= 0 andTi = wi(S) · bi;
0 otherwise.

wherec
(1)
i ∈ R+ is a constant to be given.

The idea behind the paymentP
(1)
i is to give to agenti a disincentive to declare to be slower than she actually is. On the

other hand, agenti is also discouraged to declare to be faster, if we use verification and weakly-monotone algorithms,
as shown in the next theorem.

Theorem 11 Let Π be an optimization problem for verifiable one-parameter selfish agents andA be a polynomial-
time weakly-monotone algorithm forΠ. If everyΘi is upper-bounded by a finite valuesupi and it is discrete w.r.t. a

known value∆i, then for every1 ≤ i ≤ m there exists a value for the constantc
(1)
i such thatM = (A,P (1)) is a

polynomial-time truthful mechanism forΠ. Moreover,M satisfies voluntary participation condition.

PROOF. Let Sti
be the schedule computed byA when takes as input(ti, B−i), andSbi

be the one on the input
(bi, B−i). To demonstrate thatM is a truthful mechanism, we show that the following relation holds.

profiti(Sti , (ti, B−i), σ, ti, wi(Sti) · ti)− profiti(Sbi , B, σ, ti, Ti) ≥ 0; ∀ bi ∈ Θi, ∀ Ti ≥ wi(Sbi) · ti.
For sake of readability we denote(ti, B−i) asT andwi(Sti) · ti asTi

∗.
We first consider the casewi(Sbi) = 0. From Def.10we have thatprofiti(Sbi , B, σ, ti, Ti) = 0.

profiti(Sti ,T, σ, ti, Ti
∗)− profiti(Sbi , B, σ, ti, Ti) = profiti(Sti ,T, σ, ti, Ti

∗)

=
W
ti
· c(1)

i − wi(Sti) · ti

≥ W
ti
· c(1)

i −W · ti

≥ W ·
(

c
(1)
i

supi
− supi

)
≥ 0 (1)

for all the valuesc(1)
i ≥ sup2i .

By the above calculations, we haveprofiti(Sti ,T, σ, ti, Ti
∗) ≥ 0, and thusM satisfies voluntary participation

condition. We left the casewi(Sbi) > 0. We distinguish two cases.

Case 1(bi > ti). SinceA is weakly-monotone it holds thatwi(Sti) > 0. If profiti(Sbi , B, σ, ti, Ti) < 0, from equa-
tion (1) we have

profiti(Sti ,T, σ, ti, Ti
∗)− profiti(Sbi , B, σ, ti, Ti) > 0

for c
(1)
i ≥ sup2i . Let profiti(Sbi , B, σ, ti, Ti) ≥ 0. Then we have:

profiti(Sti ,T, σ, ti, Ti
∗)− profiti(Sbi , B, σ, ti, Ti) = W ·

(
1
ti
− 1

bi

)
· c(1)

i − (wi(Sti)− wi(Sbi)) · ti

≥ W ·∆i · c(1)
i −W · supi ≥ 0

for all the valuesc(1)
i ≥ supi/∆i.

Case 2 (bi ≤ ti). SinceT > wi(Sbi) · bi, we have thatP (1)
i (Sbi , B, σ, Ti) = 0 andprofiti(Sbi , B, σ, ti, Ti) < 0.

Therefore, from equation (1) we have:

profiti(Sti ,T, σ, ti, Ti
∗)− profiti(Sbi , B, σ, ti, Ti) > profiti(Sti ,T, σ, ti, Ti

∗) ≥ 0

for c
(1)
i ≥ sup2i .
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Hence, forc(1)
i ≥ max{sup2i ,

sup
i

∆i
},M is truthful.

It is straightforward that payment schemeP (1) is computable in polynomial time. 2

As argued in Section1, if A is the algorithm used in a truthful mechanism, then it always works on true types,
since every agent always reports her true type. As a consequence, ifA is c-approximate andM = (A,P ) is a truthful
mechanism thenM is c-approximate as well. Thus, from Theorem11we have the following.

Theorem 12 Let Π be an optimization problem for verifiable one-parameter selfish agents andA be a polynomial-
time c-approximating weakly-monotone algorithm forΠ. If everyΘi is upper-bounded by a finite valuesupi and is
discrete w.r.t. a known value∆i, thenM = (A,P (1)) is a polynomial-timec-approximate truthful mechanism forΠ,
satisfying voluntary participation condition.

Notice that if a type set is finite then it is discrete and finitely upper-bounded. Conversely if a type set is discrete and
finitely upper-bounded it could contains infinite values. For instance consider the case in which for everyi = 1, . . . , m,
Θi ⊆ {i−1|i ∈ N}. This is a special case of the discrete and upper-bounded type set:∆i = 1 and supi = 1, for every
type setΘi.

4 A payment scheme for rational types

In this section, we show how the extend our payments in order to deal with rational type set which are only upper-
bounded by a finite value supi. To do that, we apply a rounding technique on types. Given a bid vectorB, we denote
with BR the vector obtained byB by replacing each elementbi with a rounded valuebR

i of bi. If αγ < b−1
i ≤ αγ+1,

thenbR
i = 1/αγ+1 for someγ ∈ Z. Thus, ifB = (b1, b2, . . . , bm) thenBR = (bR

1 , bR
2 , . . . , bR

m). Given an algorithm
A for Π, we define algorithmAα as the algorithm that, on inputB andσ, simply run algorithmA on inputBR andσ.

Definition 13 Let S be a schedule,B be a bid vector,σ the public part of the input andTi the observed completion
time. For eachi = 1, . . . , m, we define

P
(2)
i (S, B, σ, Ti) :=

{
W
bR

i
· c(2)

i if wi(S) 6= 0 andTi = wi(S) · bi;

0 otherwise.

wherec
(2)
i is a constant.

The idea behind payment schemeP (2) is similar to the one forP (1). The difference is that we consider the rounded
bid bR

i instead of the declared bidbi. In the next theorem, we will better clarify the meaning of constantc
(2)
i .

Theorem 14 Let Π be an optimization problem for verifiable one-parameter selfish agents whose types are positive
rational, and letA be a polynomial-time weakly-monotone algorithm forΠ. If everyΘi is upper-bounded by a finite
value supi, then for every1 ≤ i ≤ m there exists a value for the constantc

(2)
i , such thatM = (Aα, P (2)) is a

polynomial-time truthful mechanism forΠ. Moreover,M satisfies voluntary participation condition.

PROOF. First note that, ifA is weakly-monotone thenAα is weakly-monotone as well. LetB be a vector of bids, and
Sti be the schedule computed by algorithmAα when takes as input(ti, B−i), andSbi be the one on input(bi, B−i).
To show thatM is truthful, we prove that

profiti(Sti , (ti, B−i), σ, ti, wi(Sti) · ti)− profiti(Sbi , B, σ, ti, Ti) ≥ 0; ∀ bi ∈ Θi, ∀ Ti ≥ wi(Sbi) · ti.
For sake of readability we denoteT = (ti, B−i) andTi

∗ = wi(Sti) · ti. We firstly consider the casewi(Sbi) = 0.

profiti(Sti ,T, σ, ti, Ti
∗)− profiti(Sbi , B, σ, ti, Ti) = profiti(Sti ,T, σ, ti, Ti

∗) (2)

=
W
tRi
· c(2)

i − wi(Sti) · ti

≥ W
tRi
· c(2)

i −W · 1
αγ

≥ W ·
(

αγ+1 · c(2)
i − 1

αγ

)
(3)
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By simple calculations we have that Eq.3 is greater or equal to0 when

γ ≥ − logα c
(2)
i

2
− 1

2
. (4)

At the end of the theorem, we discuss as choosingc
(2)
i in order thatM is truthful. From Eq.2, we also have that

profiti(Sti
,T, σ, ti, Ti

∗) ≥ 0, thusM satisfies voluntary participation condition.
It remains to show the casewi(Sbi

) > 0. We distinguish two cases:

Case 1(bi > ti). SinceA is weakly-monotone andbR
i ≥ tRi it holds thatwi(Sti) > 0. W.l.o.g. we only consider the

case in whichprofiti(Sbi
, B, σ, ti, Ti) ≥ 0. We first analyze the casebR

i = tRi , i.e. bi andti are rounded to the
same power ofα.

profiti(Sti
,T, σ, ti, Ti

∗)− profiti(Sbi , B, σ, ti, Ti) = W ·
(

1
tRi
− 1

bR
i

)
· c(2)

i − (wi(Sti
)− wi(Sbi

)) · ti

= W ·
(

1
tRi
− 1

tRi

)
· c(2)

i − (wi(Sti
)− wi(Sti

)) · ti = 0.

Here, we analyze the remaining case in whichbR
i > tRi . Then, for someγ ∈ Z, it holds:

profiti(Sti ,T, σ, ti, Ti
∗)− profiti(Sbi , B, σ, ti, Ti) = W ·

(
1
tRi
− 1

bR
i

)
· c(2)

i − (wi(Sti)− wi(Sbi)) · ti

≥ W ·
(

1
tRi
− 1

bR
i

)
· c(2)

i −W · ti

≥ W · (αγ+1 − αγ
) · c(2)

i −W · 1
αγ

= W ·
(

(αγ+1 − αγ) · c(2)
i − 1

αγ

)
(5)

By simple calculations we have that Eq.5 is greater or equal to0 when:

γ ≥ − logα(c(2)
i )

2
− logα (α− 1)

2
. (6)

As in the previous case, we postpone the discussion of the choosing ofc
(2)
i at the end of the theorem.

Case 2 (bi ≤ ti). SinceT > wi(Sbi) · bi, we have thatP (2)
i (Sbi , B, σ, Ti) = 0 andprofiti(Sbi , B, σ, ti, Ti) < 0. This

implies thatprofiti(Sti ,T, σ, ti, Ti
∗)− profiti(Sbi , B, σ, ti, Ti) ≥ profiti(Sti ,T, σ, ti, Ti

∗) ≥ 0.

Here we discuss how to choose the constantc
(2)
i in order to satisfy both Eq.4 and Eq.6, for any value ofγ. In

particular, we just show for the case in whichγ = γmin, whereγmin is the minimal value thatγ can have. Because
1

supi
≤ ( 1

supi
)R = αγmin , then by simple calculation we haveγmin = dlogα

1
supi

e. Sincelogα(c(2)
i ) can have as value

any real number by varyingc(2)
i , we can compute a value ofc

(2)
i such that both Eq.4 and Eq.6 are satisfied when

γ = γmin. Hence it is straightforward that payment schemeP (2) is computable in polynomial time. 2

Discussion about the rule of constantc(2)
i . If in Def. 13 the constantc(2)

i is not used, then from Eq.4 and Eq.6
we may observe that in order thatM is truthful, type setsΘi must be upper-bounded by a constant which depends on
the value ofmax {− 1

2 ,− logα(α−1)
2 }. Thus,c(2)

i allows us to deal with any type setΘi that is upper-bounded by any
constantsupi.
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In order to have truthful mechanism for the problem at hand, involving agents having type set upper-bounded by a
finite value, we round the bids. But what about the approximation? IfA is ac-approximation algorithm, then nothing
can be said about the approximation ofAα. Next, we define the class of problems for which the rounding increases
the approximation ofAα by a guarantee factor with respect to the approximation guarantee ofA. Henceforth, we
restrict our attention only to minimization problems. We stress that similar arguments can be applied for maximization
problems as well.

Definition 15 Fix ε > 0 and δ > 1. A one-parameter minimization problemΠ = (I, m, sol, min) is (δ, ε)-smooth
if, for any pair of instancesI = (T, σ) and Ĩ = (T̃ , σ) such thatti ≤ t̃i ≤ δ · ti for i = 1, 2, . . . , m, and for all
S ∈ sol(σ), it holds that

m(S, I) ≤ m(S, Ĩ) ≤ (1 + ε) ·m(S, I).

For instance, observe thatQ||Cmax is (α, α−1)-smooth for allα > 1. From the above definition, it is straightforward
the following remark.

Remark 16 Let Π be a(δ, ε)-smooth one-parameter minimization problem and letI = (T, σ) and Ĩ = (T̃ , σ) be
two instances ofΠ such thatti ≤ t̃i ≤ δ · ti, for i = 1, 2, . . . ,m. Then, anyc-approximate solutionS for I is
(c · (1 + ε))-approximate for̃I and anyc-approximate solutioñS for Ĩ is c · (1 + ε)-approximate forI.

From Theorem14and the above remark we have the next theorem.

Theorem 17 Let Π be a(α, α − 1)-smooth optimization problem for verifiable one-parameter selfish agents whose
types are positive rational, and letA be polynomial-timec-approximate weakly-monotone algorithm forΠ. If every
Θi is upper-bounded by a finite valuesupi, thenM = (Aα, P (2)) is (α · c)-approximate polynomial-time truthful
mechanism forΠ, satisfying voluntary participation condition.

5 Applications to Q||Cmax problem

In this section we give a non-trivial application of our results to the well knownQ||Cmax problem. In the case in
which type sets are discrete, then given ac-approximate polynomial-time weakly-monotone algorithm forQ||Cmax

problem, we can constructc-approximate polynomial-time truthful mechanism forQ||Cmax. On the other hand, when
we have no constraints on the type sets, then given ac-approximate polynomial-time weakly-monotone algorithm for
Q||Cmax problem, we can construct(c · (1 + ε))-approximate polynomial-time truthful mechanism forQ||Cmax, for
everyε > 0.

We refer to the Section1 for the definition of the problem. In theQ||Cmax problem with verifiable one-parameter
selfish agents1, the machines are owned by verifiable selfish agents wanting to maximize their own profit (as discussed
in the section1) disregarding the global makespan minimization. In particular, the job weightsW = (w1, w2, . . . , wn),
are the public part of the input, and the speeds of the machines are the private part of the input, that is, each agent
i privately knows the speed of her machine. As usual, we assume that the types of the agents are the inverse of the
speed.

As shown in Theorem11 and Theorem14, to apply our payment schemes, type sets must be upper-bounded by a
finite value. ForQ||Cmax problem, since types are the inverse of the speeds, it means that the speed of every agent
(the inverse of the declared bid) has to be lower-bounded by a constant greater than0, but this could be not the case.
Therefore, here we show a method to deal with these cases. We show that is ever possible to reduce any instance of
Q||Cmax to the one where every type set is upper-bounded by a finite value preserving the optimum of the instance.

The idea is to give a lower bound on the speed (an upper bound on the declared bid) to each agent depending on
the declaration of the other agents. Thus, if an agent declares a speed value too small with respect to the other declared
speeds, then she can be discarded. Let us proceed more formally.

To compute the lower-bound of each agent we execute the following algorithm taking as input the bid vectorB
and the weight of the jobsW . (We call this algorithmBoundTypes(B, W ).)

1In the rest of the paper, with an abuse of notation, we will simply callQ||Cmax problem the one with verifiable one-parameter selfish agents
since here we deal only with the latter.
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1. for all i ∈ {1, . . . , m}, if si is lower bounded by a constantŝi > 0, then use this value as lower bound for the
machinei, otherwise execute the steps2− 3;

2. Let k be a fastest machine in{1, . . . , i − 1} ∪ {i + 1, . . . ,m} w.r.t. the bid vectorB (that is a machine with a
smallest bid without considering machinei); let timei be the time needed (considering the bidbk) for machine
k to execute all the jobs:timei = W · bk;

3. let wj be a minimum weight job; use the valueŝi = wj

timei
as a lower bound for the speed of machinei.

To understand the motivation of this method, we consider the following: if the machinei declaresbi > 1
ŝi

, then for
any optimum solutionOPT we havewi(OPT ) = 0, since there exists a machine requiring less time to execute all
jobs with respect to the time needed to machinei to complete a job having the smallest weight. LetA be a weakly-
monotone algorithm forQ||Cmax problem. Now, we describe a weakly-monotone algorithmA′ for Q||Cmax which
usesA as a subroutine.A′ has the same approximation ratio ofA and can be used to deal with machines having
unbounded speeds. It takes as input the bid vectorB and the weight vectorW and outputs a scheduleS.

1. Let (ŝ1, · · · , ŝm) = BoundTypes(B, W ); let B̂ the bids vectorB without the machines biddingbi > 1
ŝi

; let Ŝ

be the schedule returned byA executed on̂B andW ;

2. Let S be a schedule equal tôS for all machines declaringbi < 1
ŝi

and assigning0 to all the other machines;
returnS as the schedule.

Now, we show that this algorithm leads to a truthful mechanism (together with our payment schemes) and that it
has the same approximation ratio of the algorithmA.

Lemma 18 If A is a weakly-monotonec-approximate algorithm forQ||Cmax problem, thenA′ is a weakly-monotone
c-approximate algorithm forQ||Cmax problem.

PROOF. We first show thatA′ is a scheduling algorithm. SinceA is a scheduling algorithm, we have only to show
that at least one machine is given in input to algorithmA. Now, we show that we never discard the fastest machines.
Let i be a fastest machine in{1, . . . ,m} andk a fastest machine in{1, . . . , i− 1} ∪ {i + 1, . . . ,m}. Then, obviously
sk = 1

bk
≤ 1

bi
= si. Let T be the time needed by machinek to execute all jobs and letw be a smallest job. From the

definition of ŝi, we haveŝi = w
T = w

W · sk ≤ sk ≤ si. This implies that the fastest machines surely are not discarded.
We now prove thatA′ is weakly-monotone. Fix a bid vectorB, and suppose thatwi(A′(B, W )) = 0. We prove that
wi(A′((b′, B−i),W )) = 0, for everyb′ ≥ bi. In the caseb′ > 1

ŝi
, trivially wi(A′((b′, B−i),W )) = 0, since machinei

will be discarded. Ifb′i ≤ 1
ŝi

, then machine is not discarded andwi(A′((b′, B−i), W )) = 0, given that algorithmA is
weakly-monotone. Finally, to show that the algorithmA′ is ac-approximate algorithm, we only prove that the deletion
of the ”slowest” machines does not modify the optimum. More specifically, letI the initial instance of the problem
andOPT be an optimum solution forI. If bi > 1

ŝi
(i.e. machinei is a discarded machine), thenwi(OPT ) = 0. In

fact, the time needed by the machinei to complete the smallest jobw is greater then the time needed to the fastest
machine to complete the overall jobs. 2

Algorithm A′, using the algorithmBoundTypes, reduces any (potentially unbounded) instanceI of Q||Cmax to
a bounded instancêI of Q||Cmax. Thus we can apply our payments scheme. By Lemma18and Theorem12we have:

Theorem 19 Let A be ac-approximate polynomial-time weakly-monotone algorithm forQ||Cmax problem. If every
Θi is discrete w.r.t. a known value∆i, then there exists ac-approximate polynomial-time truthful mechanismM =
(A′, P (1)) for Q||Cmax, satisfying voluntary participation condition.

By Lemma18, Theorem17and sinceQ||Cmax problem is(1 + ε, ε)-smooth we have:

Theorem 20 LetA be ac-approximate polynomial-time weakly-monotone algorithm forQ||Cmax problem. Then, for
anyε > 0, there exists a(c · (1+ ε))-approximate polynomial-time truthful mechanismM = (A′, P (2)) for Q||Cmax,
satisfying voluntary participation condition.
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